We prove that if a quadratic system satisfies the direct sum conjecture strongly in the quadratic algorithm model, then it satisfies the direct sum conjecture strongly in the straight line algorithm model. Therefore if the sttong direct sum conjecture is true for the quadratic algoritQms model then it is also true for the straight line algorithm model. We also use this to classify all the minimal programs that compu~e the product of two polynomials modulo a squarfree polynomial and many other direct sum of quadratic systems.
INTRODUCTION
Let F be a field and let x = (x I, .•. ,xn f be a vector of indeterminates. Let Q:c = {XTQIX, .. · ,xTQmx} be a vector of quadr,ati~forms on Xl'''' ,X n over F where Qi is a n X n n L Q~~F +l:FXi +l: FO'i. and is called the quadratic complexity of Qxo In [12] Strassen proved that for infinite fields F
Let (Yl' o. 0, Yn) be a vector of new indeterminates and be two sets of quadratic forms. It is obvious that (2) In [8] , [12] and [13] Fiduccia-Zalcstein, Strassen and Winograd, respectively, conjecture that for every two sets of quadratic forms Q;, Q; (3) and every minimal quadratic algorithm 0'1, 0 o. 'O'/i for (Q;UQ~) can be separated in to two minimal algorithms (4) where I U J = {I, 0 " ,J1.}, In J = 0, and Sl 
Then (Qi,Q~) E DSCSSLA(F).
Using the above theorems we classify all the minimal straight line algorithms for multiplying two polynomials modulo a squarfree polynomial and for some other direct sums of quadratic systems.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we shall give preliminary results needed to prove Theorem 1
In [3] we proved Lemma 
is a minimal quadratic algorithm for Q~.
Proof. Since (1j = Wj,l 0 Wj,i and Wj,l! Wj,2 E F +L:?=1 FXi +L:1:: F(1i we have
Using (6) and (7) recursively, we conclude that (8) Since Q~€ F + L:?=1 FXi +L:f=l F(1i, we have by (7) and (8) Now the algorithm is minimal because, by (1) we have L(Q~) = J1.(Q~). 0
We now give some properties of straight line and quadratic algorithms. Proof. Since (11 
Recall that all the formal 'power series in this paper correspond to some rational function
The following properties of the formal.power series.are needed for the proof of the Theorems.
Proof. We have !J~O) = 9i(0,0) = fie 1/J1l1/J2) and (1) 890
XiL et U = (U1"'" Un) 'be J;l.ew indeterminates. Since F is infinite field then (9) 
Proof. We have 9~0) = 9i(0,0) = 1i(1/J1,1/J2) and 
If 0io = X then as before it can be easily shown that there exists a substitution x + tP1 and y +tP2 for x and y, respectively, such that
, and then and as before we will have a contradiction to Lemma 1. IfOi = -:then, by (10), (11) and Lemma 7~there exist tP1,tP2 E FfI. such that Wi,j(tP1,tP2) =j:. 0, i =1, ... , L, j = 1,2 and (Wi O .2(X +tPll y +tP;))(1) = W~:
and as before we also will have a contradiction to Lemma 1. 0
We now complete the second direction of Lemma 2 (Qi,Q~) E DSCSSLA we have also (Qi,Q~) E DSC~qA' Now we do the same for the algorithm as in the proof of Theorem 1 and obtain a minimal quadratic algorithm U1,"', UL with Uio E
F[x, y]\(F[x] U F[y)) which contradict Lemma 1. 0
Let F be a field and E be an extension of F. We denote.by JlE(Qi) the quadratic complexity of Qi over the field E, i.e the minimal length of quadratic algorithm over E that computes Qi. It is obvious that JlE(Qi)~JlF(Q~). For soine sets of quadratic forms it is known that the inequality is sharp. Similar to this definition we can define LE, LF, DSCSqA(F), DSCSSLA(E), etc.
For finite fields we prove Theorem 2. Let F be a finite field. Lei Q~, Q~be sets of quadratic forms, If there exist an infinite extension field E ;2 F of F such that
Then (Q~,Q~) E DSCSSLA(F).
Proof. If (Q;,Q~) ¢ DSCSSLA(F) then, by Lemma 2, there exists a minimal algorithm 0'1,' •• ,O'L for (Q~, Q~) such that for some 1~i o~i we have Since by (2), (5) and (i),
we have (13) This implies that 0'11'" ,O'L is a minimal straight line algorithm for Q~U Q~over E. Therefore by (12), Lemma 8, and Theorem 1, we have (Q~,Q~) ¢ DSCSSLA(E) = DSCSqA(E). This contradiction completes the proof. 0
CLASSIFICATION
In this section we classify all the minimal straight line algorithms for computing some sets of quadratic forms.
In [5] , Feig proved that every minimal straight line algorithm for computing a bilinear form is quadratic and in [3] In the case when F is finite tield we have Proof. It is well known that JLG(Q;,lI) = ra..nk Q for any field G. Now the proof follows from Theorem 2. 0
In [3] we defined some classes of bilinear forms that are subsets of D'SCSqA (in [3] "they used the notation EDSCS for DSCSqA and DSC for the bilinear algorithms model). By Theorem 1 we now have all these classes in DSCSSLA.
We shall use our theorems for one more interesting problem.
Let Q:t: be a set of quadratic forms and 0'17'" ,O'L be a minimal straight line algorithm for Q:t:
Then it is well known that if A is nonsingular then 0'1 (Ax), ... ,00LCAx) is a minimal straight line algorithm for QA:t:. Let Alg(Q:t:) be the set of all minimal straight line algorithms for Q:t:. Then from the above property we have 
;=1
In [3] it was shown that for every set of quadratic forms Qz, if IFI~2 max deg p~i -1 then (Q(z,v)(P), Qz) e DSCSQA and therefore by Theorem lforinfinite field F we have (Q(z,v)(P), Qz) el DSCS SLA' If there exists a sufficient large extension field E :::) F which does not contain the roots of P1P2 ... Pk then we will have (see [13] ) JlF(Q(z,v)(P)) = JlE(Q(z,v)(P)). Therefore for the case of a finite field where IFI~2 max deg pi i -1 if we have JlE(Qz) = JlF(Qz). Thus, by Lemma 2, we obtain (Q(z.v)(P),Qz) e DSCSSLA. This with (14) and (16) implies that there exists a nonsingular matrix A such that Therefore to classify all the minimal straight line algorithms for Q(z,1I)(P) EB Qz it is enough to classify all minimal straight line algorithms for Q(z,1I)(pQ) where P is irreducible polynomial.
When.a = 1, Feig [4] , proved that every minimal straight line algorithm for Q(z,1I)(p) is bilinear, i.e quadratic algorithms that their multiplications are of the form l( x )1'(y) where l( x) and l' (y) are linear forms of x and y, respectively. In [lil], Winograd classified all the bilinear algorithms for Q(z,v)(p). This with (17) provides a classification of all the minimal straight line algorithms for Q(z,v)(p) when pis squarfree. In particular we have Corollary 3. Let P = P1 ... Pk where P1, ... ,Pk are distinct irreducible polynomials. Let F be a field such that IFI > 2 max deg Pi -1. Then every minimal straight line algorithm for Q(z,v)(P) is quadratic.
.
OPEN PROBLEMS
In this section we present some relevant open problems.
(1 ) Classify all the minimal straight line algorithms for Qz,J/(pa) where p is irreducible polynomial and a > 1. This with Theorem 1 wilL give a classification of all the minimal straight line algorithms for the multiplication of two polynomial modulo any polynomial. Classification of all minimal bilinear algorithms for Q(z,J/)(P) is given in [1] , [2] , and [6] .
(2 ) Is it true that the quadratic sets in [3] and any other set of rational functions satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly.
(3 ) Is it true that DSCqA = DSCSqA.
